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ABOUT THE PROJECT: 
 
The Natron Healthcare Project aims to bring basic healthcare to two Masai communities 
in a remote region of Longido district in northern Tanzania.  Our project area comprises 
two villages, Magadini (Makat) and Wosiwosi – about 3,000 people.  When we 
initiated the project in 2008, there was no reliable healthcare service for great distances 
and this caused people extreme hardship:  if you could not walk eight hours to a 
government clinic, you had to get better - or die.  In particular, many small children and 
pregnant women suffered from this situation.   
 
Rather than impose a new system, we chose to work with existing medical and social 
organisations in the area to facilitate, improve and expand their services.  We also work 
with the village communities to encourage their understanding of health issues and to 
support their right to adequate, accessible care.     
 
While fund-raising remains a necessity, we aim to keep the project contained and locally 
sustainable.  Our goal is a grass roots, integrated health service led by the requirements 
and requests of the communities with minimum outside financial support. 
 

ABOUT THIS REPORT:  This report comprises an executive summary, a summary of 
achievements for 2015, a statement of goals for 2016, and a copy of the financial report 
submitted to the UK Charity Commission.  

 

Figure 1 Villagers from Wosiwosi and Magadini participate in a three-day NHP sponsored Village Healthcare Worker 
training in Arusha, May 2015 



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Our main focus this year was on shaping and implementing our vision for community health 
education.  On the administrative front, we had a major restructuring of our accounting system 
which will bring us in line with donor requirements and make our own book-keeping easier. 
 
Mel travelled to Tanzania, meeting with old partners – the Longido District Health Office and the 
Flying Medical Service; as well as new ones – the National Institute for Medical Research; the 
new Longido District Commisioner.  In Magadini and Wosiwosi, she held workshops on burns, a 
review of STDs, and conducted follow-up to Penny and Jo Moore’s Traditional Birth Attendant 
(TBA) teaching last year.   
 
In May, working with wilderness medicine training specialists, the Sentinel Outdoor Institute, we 
held a three-day workshop in Arusha for ten volunteers.  We have since conducted six-week 
and six-month follow-up to track retention and application.  In July, we submitted our first grant 
proposal to Comic Relief, and were declined; but the process helped us define our education 
goals and objectives, and we will apply for other grants in 2016.  Our third annual eye clinic took 
place in August.  We continued our deworming programme for all children aged 2-13 in both 
communities – though we had difficulty tracking down any Vitamin A.  The last of our Rotary 
funds further supported our anemia-testing, facilitated through the excellent Longido District 
nurse, Josiah Muruve. 
 

Following up our goals for 2015, we feel we are at last able to see some quantifiable behavior 
modification, resulting from our teaching.  The TBAs in both communities reported changing 
their practice – particularly with hygiene regimes; and to discussing, if not implementing, 
improved care of pregnant women.  Men in both communities enthusiastically requested 
condoms after the STD workshops.  And finally, we had our first report of an evacuation via the 
Flying Medical Service from Magadini in November – a little girl with pneumonia, who survived.   
Last but not least, the citizens of Magadini have managed to maintain the airstrip with minimum 
oversight, and have finally built the medical examination banda (hut).  
 
As we look ahead to 2016, we hope to receive at least one grant in support of our TBA and 
village healthcare worker proposals.  We also aim to expand our partnerships with other small 
NGOs working with similar remits. 

 
 

2015: THE YEAR IN REVIEW 

The year started for us with news of a tragedy:  our lead partner in Magadini, Kisiaya, had lost a 
child to illness and dehydration.  The little boy had developed a fever, and Kisiaya’s young wife 
decided to walk carry him to Merigoi (six hours); when the healthcare workers there could not 
help the child – and nor did they identify his state of dehydration, she took him on to 
Ketumbeine.  He died very soon after arrival – the result of the dehydration.  We felt the blow as 
this child’s death was so unnecessary.  We do not know how badly he was dehydrated at the 
outset, or if Kisiaya had identified this as an issue.  Certainly, we must look also hold into 
account the lack of treatment the child encountered with trained government healthcare 
workers.  We feel it likely that people (and even the healthcare workers) still do not understand 
the speed at which severe dehydration can kill a small child. 



In March, Mel travelled to Tanzania, first to Dar es Salaam in the hopes of meeting potential 
grant partners, and then on the Magadini, Wosiwosi, Longido and Arusha.  In Dar, she was 
disappointed by the outcome of a meeting with the African Medical Research Foundation 
(AMREF).  Penny had invested significant time with the London staff on the basis of our 
common goals in improving rural healthcare.  Mel was shocked to discover that AMREF (TZ) 
does not support testing for anemia and had never even heard of COPAK, despite heavy 
investment in rural maternal care.  Mel had better luck with Dr. Sayoki Mfinanga at the National 
Institute for Medical Research, and we agreed to partner future grant projects together. 

In Magadini (*we are now using the formal district name, rather than the informal, local “Makat”), 
Mel found a certain disarray as the long-time school headmaster, Mr. Oberlin Materu had been 
retired and not yet replaced.  While Mr. Materu was not without his faults (drink), he had been 
a progressive influence on the village and an excellent teacher.  Without him, the students 
languished, the hand-washing station had broken and not been replaced, and there was no 
food, due to the national withdrawal of World Food Program.  In addition, the radio was not 
working and its accompanying solar panel could not be found. 

On the other hand, Mel was warmly received, and the health workshops she conducted with our 
translator, Rehema Simon, were very well attended.   

 Worms and hygiene (for teachers and children) 

 Taking antibiotics and other medicines correctly (men, women and students) 

 STDs (men, women and students) 
 
A highlight of the workshops came during the men’s STD session when the men enthusiastically 
asked for condoms as a barrier to STDs.  While we cannot be sure they will use them, the 
request is a first – and a sign that the idea of prevention has viability. 

 
Sarah Wallis, an Arusha-based physical therapist specializing in burn rehabilitation, assisted 
Mel with a burns treatment workshop.  Six volunteers learned how to treat and dress burns, 
and were given supplies such as silver fulcide cream, cling film and tape.  As most burns 
happen when small children tip over cooking pots, we had hoped to find time to hold a wider 
meeting with women to explore ways of preventing burns by using different cooking methods.  
This will be a priority in 2016, especially has we have received a very generous donation for this 
express purpose.  

Mel also held a follow-up to Penny and Jo’s TBA teaching last year (see attachment) which 

suggested quantifiable positive behavior modification.  The airstrip was still in reasonably good 
condition (though Father Pat says attendance at the clinics remains patchy) and most people 
were in good health despite the lack of rain.   During several meetings, Mel discussed the 
School Lunch Program, which has been an on-going administrative and funding difficulty for 

us.  The village very keenly support this – but mechanisms for local implementation and local 
funding remain inconclusive.  An impromptu anemia test of students with COPAK revealed 
some appallingly low Hb rates due to chronic malnutrition. (See below.) 

Random testing of children aged 5-12yrs, for anemia and malnutrition in Magadini–March 21,2015 

NAME Hb  (12 = normal)  Mid Upper Arm Circ. 

Supet ya Mibuko 12 158 cm 

Ladamu Natinjorogo 12 184 

Lekumok Nanyambok 12 170 



NAME Hb  (12 = normal)  Mid Upper Arm Circ. 

Paulo Saruni 12 170 

Naingmunya Peneti 12 170 

Mason Meheti 10 152 

Lonyok Mau 10 170 

Neema Lormunya 12 170 

Nateera Lemayaka 10 182 

Naboru Ngaiye 12 164 

Mpete Leningeti 12 178 

Ngunuati Kirihari 10 158 

Laanyu Siombo 12  152 

Sayanga Meheti 10 146 

Seeni Nangunya 10  146 

Salepu Mepunda 8  134 

Laleku Muriator 10 158 

Nditorangai Tengei 8  140 

Molongo Peneti 10 152 

Napaa Peneti 10 140 

Simayo Letri 12 140 

Selaya Mepunda 6  122 

Namuru Lembiroi 8 140 

Lomelok Lekina 10 140 

Oletiai Leshilalo 12 164 

Ngolenya Kuya 8 146 

Total 26   

 

HB  12 (normal) 10 8 6 total 

 11 10 4 1 26 

% 42.31 38.46 15.38 3.8 99.95 

 

Comment: If these children were selected from school-attenders, and showed 57.69% anemia, then we 
can safely say that it will be far worse for non school-attenders. 

Mel then travelled to Wosiwosi, where strong leadership coheres the remote community still 
without any means of communication or transport. (Last year, TGT/Wingeret Windrose had their 
hunting lease suspended by the Tanzanian Government; the situation remains unresolved.)   
Mel conducted the same workshops as in Magadini.  The women, in particular, had been 
overwhelmingly receptive to the 2014 TBA teaching.  For instance, they talked about letting the 
pulse stop before cutting the cord, and putting the baby to the breast to ensure natural 
evacuation of the placenta, rather than the rough manual method they had used before.  

The community had begun building a new airstrip close to the bomas – a better option than the 
TGT’s, a 2-3 hours walk for most people.  (Father Pat reports that the strip is now finished and 
is of excellent quality.)  Given the receptiveness to teaching and the dearth of resources, we 
would really like to focus more support on Wosiwosi in 2016.  Leaders told us how women 



experiencing problem pregnancies or births had to ride on the back of a motorcycle over 50kms 
of rough terrain to reach Dr. Swai, the nearest medical care.     

In Longido, Mel met with Miss Anna Andrews, the District Nutritionist, who was happy to 
receive the anemia data from Magadini.  Mr. Shaban Shimwanga, the District Education 
Officer in charge of primary schools offered help with transport of food for the school.  The new 
District Commissioner expressed keen interest in Magadini’s water catchment system and 

gave our project his support.  In Arusha, Mel met with Faye Crane and Boniface Kimboka from 
the Arusha Rotary.  They kindly provided additional copies of the Swahili version of “Where 
There is No Doctor” and pledged support for the Mark Rankin desk project. 

While our trips to Tanzania are necessary for both management and education, we also remain 
committed to our remit of local sustainability.  And so we were pleased to pull off our first 
Village Healthcare Worker training workshop in May, partnering with the wilderness 

medicine training specialists, the US-based Sentinel Outdoor Institute.  Five volunteers from 
Magadini, two from Wosiwosi, two nurses from Ngorognoro and our Arusha-based interpreter 
attended a three-day workshop run by SOI’s Kenyan trainer, Shikuku Ooko.  The group covered 
much ground, including basic knowledge of body systems, patient assessment, and preparation 
for evacuation.  All attendees reported that they enjoyed the workshop, and subsequent follow-
up at six-weeks and six-months have shown a reasonable to high level of retention.  The 
stronger members of the group expressed enthusiasm for more training.  While the government 
of Tanzania dithers over its own Village Healthcare Worker scheme (school leavers only, for a 
year’s training – which disqualifies the average Tanzanian villager), we feel that village-based, 
villager-run healthcare remains a cornerstone to improved health in remote areas.  So many 
serious and chronic health issues can be prevented and/or treated at a local level by volunteers 
with enthusiasm and basic knowledge – as Mel herself discovered.  Empowering villagers to 
learn about their health and make better decisions also takes the onus of overstretched 
government services, which cannot (at this point) provide meaningful care to places like 
Magadini and Wosiwosi. 

Our third annual eye clinic took place in August:  

Greetings from Natron, 

We had successful eye clinics at Gelai lumbwa and Wosiwosi. There were 4 cataract patients and 1 

with pterygium near the pupil who are collecting money for surgery. We also had several with 
combined cataract and glaucoma, or cataract and corneal scar,  who would not benefit from 

surgery.  We could not get to Makat because one of the universal joints on the prop shaft started to fail 

at Wosiwosi (the vehicle was overloaded with desks) and we could not risk getting stranded where we 
had no phone access on the back side of Gelai. We will see when we can reschedule the Makat eye 

clinic. Thanks again for your support, conditions are really rough, one asks how people survive out 

here in the dry season!  

Steve  

 

Other on-going projects continued to run smoothly:  Josiah Muruve, Longido District nurse, 
implements regular anemia testing through his outreach work and maintains excellent records.  
We would like to expand this into schools and for TBAs to help communities better identify – 



publically – those in need of better nutrition and care.  Kisiaya in Magadini and village leaders in 
Wosiwosi continue to distribute deworming meds once yearly, in accordance and compliance 
with Tanzania’s stated health goal.  

Back in the UK, we toiled to complete a massive grant application for Comic Relief’s 
“Generating Ideas” £10,000 pot.  The proposal’s goal was to research and shape a TBA pilot 
project, integrating our teaching of local TBAs with that of government-trained midwives.  While 
we did not win the grant, CR sent a personal note saying they liked the project but had concerns 
about our finances.  In Vermont, Mel’s friend and accountant, Linda Lotti, set up a new 
accounting systems for us that is more in-line with donor expectations – and will be far easier for 
us to manage on a daily basis. 

And while we end 2015 with outstanding goals – in particular, local and sustainable partnership 
of the School Lunch Program – we also had some very positive feedback.  In late November, 
Father Pat reported that Magadini requested evacuation of a little girl with pneumonia – the first 
ever evacuation.  FMS flew mother, daughter and a guardian to Arusha, and all was well. 

 

LOOKING AHEAD TO 2016: 

Our main objective for the year is to reach out to the donor community both for financial support 
and recognition of the importance of our community-focused work.  By and large, the donor 
community supports hospitals and governments, as well as visiting midwife projects.  However, 
in areas as inaccessible as Magadini and Wosiwosi, the system of visiting healthcare workers 
and midwives is a dangerous pipedream.  These medics cannot reach communities in times of 
dire need, and are very often under-supported with regular transport.  Our work with both TBAs 
and village healthcare volunteers suggests that local people can be trained to prevent and treat 
most health problems, and learn the art of triage.  In fact, they are more likely to evacuate the 
seriously ill when they feel more confident of their own ability.  Morbidity and mortality of the 
most vulnerable people in these communities will continue unless they are allowed to “own” 
their healthcare choices.  Empowerment is the best way to counter the last ditch fatalism of 
“Shauri ya Mungu” - It’s the will of God. 

Another major push will be to get the school lunch program on track with 50-50 local funding 
and 100% local management.  We also aim for continuity of our deworming and Vitamin A 
project, eye clinics, and anemia testing.  

Other points of focus: 

 Hold a burns prevention workshop, discussing ways to change the behavior leading to 
so many childhood burns, and examine alternate stoves. 

 Formalise support for Kisiaya’s further education. 

 Sell the milling machine to finance a locally-selected women’s health item. 

 Provide a communication system to Wosiwosi. 

 

 



SUMMARY OF ACHIEVEMENTS FOR 2015 

As a measure of progress and failure, we compare our accomplishments directly against the 
goals we set for ourselves in our 2014 report, and report on their current status.  

Our stated goals for 2015 were: 

 Hold a burns workshop: prevention, assessment and treatment 

Mel and Sarah Wallis conducted burns assessment and treatment workshops in 
Magadini and Wosiwosi; we did not have time to address burns prevention.  However, a 
generous gift will allow us to do this in 2016. 

 Fund the third annual eye clinic with Dr. Samuel 

The third clinic was held in Gelai Lumbwa and Wosiwosi, but the team failed to get to 
Magadini.  We are having to watch the cost of this, which we’ve budgeted at £500, but 
real costs are more like £700. 

 Create on-line donation mechanism for our website 

We have achieved this through British Telecom’s Mydonate.  It works reasonably well.  
Our trustee, Elfi Ing monitors this for us. 

 Provide Makat and Wosiwosi school teachers with solar lamps 

Done.   

 Discuss with Dr. Steve and Dr. Mremi the possibility of a mobile contraception clinic, with 
education modules specifically aimed at men. 

This remains outstanding, but embedded in our grant ambitions. 

 Seek a permanent solution for the defunct milling machine in Makat 

Mel spoke with the women of Magadini and asked them to come up with a solution.  As 
none has been forthcoming, the best option of probably to cut our losses, sell the 
machine and use the money for some other aspect of women’s health.  However, we 
recognize the women are reluctant to let the machine go, as it is an admission of defeat 
– and means they will have to continue to trudge eight hours to Engaresero or Merigoi to 
mill their maize. 

 Fundraise! 

We succeeded in raising £5,471 this year, including one generous block of £1,300 
allocated to burns treatment and prevention.  We had a lovely four-page spread in the 
magazine, A Touch of Class, and Mel was able to generate a higher profile (and one 
donation!) through publicity for her novel, “Shame.” 

 Continue to support anaemia testing and awareness 

We have nearly exhausted the initial Rotary funding; Penny has approached them for 
further funds. 



 Continue to provide Vitamin A and deworming meds 

This continues relatively smoothly – though no Vitamin A was available in either 
Tanzania or Kenya. 

 Seek out partners at the regional and government level 

We enjoyed working with Dr. Sayoki Mfinanga of the National Institute for Medical 
Research, as well as connecting again with Rachel Blackmore of WTWT (Weston 
Turville Wells for Tanzania). This NGO is based in Masai communities to the north of 
Ngorongoro. The area does differ though because they have access to government 
clinics with some trained doctors and nurses. Their original concept was to fund wells 
(i.e. water sources) for the people, and then diversified to fund some micro-finance 
projects including giving goats. But more recently they have focused, like we do, on 
education for the people, especially for health issues. Rachel herself is a midwife in the 
UK, and has been keen to focus on maternal and childhealth issues, including FGC. 
They have recruited an outside agency for teaching, but are interested in our teaching 
with figures and stories. We collaborated for the first aid course.    

 Establish a stronger communication network with Wosiwosi 

We had hoped that TGT might be allowed to return, but this has not happened.  
Wosiwosi remains desperately isolated.  We will now actively seek to provide them with 
communication. 

 Ensure that Magadini finally builds the medical examination banda for FMS, as they 
have promised and committed (for two years now!) 

This has been done!  Though Father Pat notes it has been built inches from the runway 
and he has had to ask for it to be moved back. 

 AND BEYOND: 

We are now in our seventh /eighth year.  Our stated goal has always been long-term, 
local sustainability:  this means we must begin to whittle away direct management of 
things like the school lunch program and annual eye clinic, and focus more on periodic 
oversight.  We aim to continue the project’s education element, and to plan for this to 
expand beyond the project’s current two communities.   We must begin this conversation 
this year with our partners, so that we can set up mechanisms to assess our mutual 
progress toward the goal of gradual withdrawal of direct support.  In particular, we must 
assess, objectively, the impact of health education on the communities, and how this 
plays out in the choices they make, and will make.  What do our partners want from us in 
the long term? 

We have begun these conversations for future transition; indeed the progress of the 
school lunch programme may be a marker for us all to measure future sustainability.  
Funding, buying, transporting, storing and cooking food is a huge management task in 
Magadini.  The community will make it work if they deem it important enough – if they 
see the value of regular nutrition for their children versus “the way it’s always been.”  
And if they are able to make this investment, then they are capable of many other 
positive steps that indicate improved healthcare practice:  consistent and better 
healthcare for pregnant women, receptiveness to contraception, high compliance with 



immunizations, higher matriculation rates of girls from primary school and their advance 
to secondary, triage and evacuation of the seriously ill, a drop in the rate of STDs. 

 

FINANCIAL REPORT FOR 2015 

Our opening balance, £10,821, reflected some accrued money from past donors, including 
Emolife; and is against our closing balance of £10,476.  Our total revenue was 15,483; though 
this shows in-kind donations of £9,617, reflecting our new accounting system (see below), with 
expenditure of £14,764.  Our actual spend on services and administration was £5,147, against 

our banked income of £4,802. 

In 2015, we made our first application for a grant to continue training TBAs, to Comic Relief.  
We were rejected; however, the review board wrote a rare, personal note: they liked our project 
idea, but were concerned about our accounting system.  This spurred us to revamp our 
accounts, not only to make our lives easier but to increase transparency and bring us into line 
with large donor expectations.   In the process, we also realized we are able to record as 
income the donation of professional time, including our own.  This is now reflected in both the 
2015 and 2014 accounts, as an increase in revenue, but explicitly differentiated from financial 

donation. 

The changes include a clearer front page presentation of streams of income and the 
expenditure, restricted and non-restricted funds, as well as balances, tracked year on year.  Our 
expenditure now falls into six classifications, reflecting our remit and administration.  
“Programme Services” include: Outreach, Community Education, Nutrition for children, 
Women’s Health.  “Supporting Services” include Management and General, and Fundraising 

and Development. 

We continue banking with the ethical bank, Unity Trust. Being a UK based charity we bank in 
pounds sterling. 95% of our account stays in the deposit account earning a small interest.  We 

transfer to the current account only when payments leave.   

We have changed the method of transferring money abroad this year using VFX plc.  VFX was 
recommended to us by another NGO working in Tanzania. Our own checks endorsed its 
veracity. It gives a personal service and they act fast. The rates of exchange are good and there 

are no additional charges. 

VFX states: “Our own proprietary payment gateways provide access to local high-value and 
low-value clearing in over 200 countries. This enables us to offer improved cut-off times, faster 
reporting and application of client funds. All funds are maintained under the client money rules, 
and the services we receive from our partners’ banks are formally managed under Service Level 
Agreements that ensure consistently high quality service delivery to our clients. VFX aims to 
provide excellent customer service; we review clients’ requirements and make 

recommendations that will achieve specific payment objectives and reduce costs.”  

Income:  

£4,802 in income this year was mainly from personal donors in the UK. Many of these have 
been loyal supporters over many years. We are careful to try to give personal thanks, and that 
includes small presentations to two local churches in the Wiltshire area. There were two 



fundraising events. The most magnificent of these was by a woman who was moved by the 
serious scalding of her own child, and the work we have done to raise awareness of burn 
treatment and prevention. By participating in a serious physical challenge event and 

sponsorship from many friends she raised a £1,261. 

Income is usefully added to by UK tax gift aid after claiming from personal donors, both by 
ourselves, and directly from the on line source website, My Donate. This adds 20% of the 

donation value. This year total income from this source was £327 or 6% total income.  

From time to time we have some dollars fundraised in the USA; this goes directly to Tanzania.  

Expenditure:  

Our major expenditures in 2015 include:  

1. The outreach eye clinic, taking $1000 managed by Dr Friburg (Outreach)   
2. School desk expenditure from Rotary funds that had been raised in 2014, and spent 

over two years (Community Education). 
3. Further anaemia programme expenses (test kits and wages to supervising nurses), also 

Rotary funded (Women’s Health).  
4. The visit in March by Melanie, with the associated costs for her community development 

teaching including burn workshops (Community Education) and the TBA review 
(Women’s Health).  

5. Medication for deworming and vitamin supplements, mainly for children (Childhood 
nutrition).  

6. Last but not least, the very successful residential first aid course given to representatives 
from our two villages, plus two from another NGO, in Arusha (Community Education). 
This was funded from the remnants of the Dutch charity, Emolife, gift and had been 
bespoke for education of individuals.  
 

Maybe instead: Our management costs remain exceptionally low for a charity (< 3%); this is due 

to our and our trustees’ volunteer hours. 

Our total expenditure was more than income, but this reflects our spend of the last of the 

Emolife money.  

We end the year with an encouragingly healthy sum in the bank, given the difficulties so many 
have for fund raising. We have confidence to move into 2016 with our education projects.  

  



Statement of Financial Position – PRELIMNARY ACCOUNTS   

December 31 2015   

 2015 2014 

Assets   

Current Assets    

   

Cash and cash equivalents £10,461            £10,821  

Other assets 15   

   

Total Current Assets  10,476  10,821  

   

   

Total Assets  10,476  10,821  

   

Liabilities and Net Assets   

Current Liabilities   

Accounts payable   

Loan payable - current portion    

   

Total Current Liabilities    

   

Long-Term Liabilities   

   

Total Liabilities    

   

Net Assets Unrestricted    

   

Urestricted  8,493  7,774  

Temporarily restricted  1,983  3,047  

Total Net Assets  10,476  10,821  

   

Total Liabilities and Net Assets  £10,476  £10,821  

   

   

 (0) (0) 
  



Statement of Activities       

December 31, 2015       

 2015 2014 

 

Unrestricted 
Temporarily 
Restricted Total Unrestricted 

Temporarily 
Restricted Total 

Support        

Contributions £3,224  £1,261  £4,485  £2,485   £2,485  

Grants 101   101  216   £216  

In-kind donations  9,617   9,617  23,160   £23,160  

Special events:       

Special event revenue 340   340  864   £864  

Less cost of direct benefit to 

special event donors  
(133)  (133) -    

Net revenue from special events  207  -  207  864  -  864  

       

Net assets released from 

restrictions  
2,325  (2,325) -  2,716  (2,716) -  

Total Support  15,474  (1,064) 14,410  29,441  (2,716) 26,725  

       

Revenues        

Other program income   -    -  

Interest 9   9  9   9  

Total Revenue  9  -  9  9  -  9  

       

Total Support and Revenue  15,483  (1,064) 14,419  29,450  (2,716) 26,734  

       

Expenses       

Program services expense        

Women's Health 4,402   4,402  14,860   14,860  

Outreach 845   845  2,213   2,213  

Childhood Nutrition 1,183   1,183  960   960  

Community Education 5,741   5,741  3,904   3,904  

       

Supporting services expense        

Management and general  1,490   1,490  21   21  

Fundraising and development  1,103   1,103  5,760   5,760  

       

Total Expenses  14,764 0 14,764 27,719 0 27,719 

       



       

Net all Activity 719  (1,064) (345) 1,731  (2,716) (985) 

Net Assets, Beginning of Year  7,774  3,047  10,821  6,043  5,763  11,806  

Net Assets, End of Year  8,493  1,983  10,476  7,774  3,047  10,821  

       

 

  



Statement of 
Functional 
Expenses         

December 31, 2015         

         

 Program Services Supporting Services  

 
Women's 

Health Outreach 
Childhood 
Nutrition 

Community 
Education 

Total 
Program 
Services 

Management 
and General 

Fundraising 
and 

Development Total 

Accounting £-  £-  £-  £-  £-  £983  £-  £983  

Bank fee     -    -  

Consulting 3,686   533  3,683  7,902    7,902  

Education supplies    140  140    140  

Food supplies 8   8  8  24  8  32  
Fundraising/grant 
writing     -   733 733  

Meals     -    -  

Medical expenses  741   185  926    926  

Medical supplies 135   135  144  414    414  

Phone and supplies 2  2  2  2  8  2 2 12  

School supplies 66    459  525    525  

Supplies     -  20 37 57  

Training    615  615    615  

Travel 431  102  431  431  1,395  477 331 2,203  

Wages 74   74  74  222    222  

         
Total expenses by 
Function £4,402  £845  £1,183  £5,741  £12,171  £1,490  £1,103  £14,764  
 

 

  



Statement of 
Functional 
Expenses         
December 31, 
2014         

         

 Program Services Supporting Services  

 
Women's 

Health Outreach 
Childhood 
Nutrition 

Community 
Education 

Total 
Program 
Services 

Management 
and General 

Fundraising and 
Development Total 

Bank fee £13  £-  £-  £-  £13  £-  £-  £13  

Consulting 13,920  1,020   2,990  17,930   5,760  23,690  
Education 
supplies 4     4    4  

Food supplies 7   192   199    199  

Meals 100  14  14  14  142    142  
Medical 
supplies 4  41   50  95    95  
School 
supplies    13  13    13  

Stipend 298     298    298  

Supplies 13  52   50  115  21   136  

Travel 366  754  754  754  2,628    2,628  

Wages 135  332   33  500    500  

         
Total 
expenses by 
Function £14,860  £2,213  £960  £3,904  £21,938  £21  £5,760  £27,719  
  



 

OUR GRATITUDE TO OUR FRIENDS, SUPPORTERS AND PARTNERS 

Our work would simply not be possible without you: 

Father Pat Patten, the pilots and medical crew of the Flying Medical Service 
Dr. Steve Friberg and Bethany Friberg, Ketumbeine Lutheran Clinic 
Dr. Osmond Swai and the staff at the Gelai Lumbwa Lutheran Clinic 
Dr. Samuel Wilson and Martha Wilson 
The District Medical Office, Longido District 
The District Education Office, Longido District 
The Regional Medical Office, Arusha Region 
The District of Longido 
The Village of Magadini 
The Village of Wosiwosi 
Emolife 
The Sentinel Outdoor Institute 
Ms. Rehema Simon 
The National Institute for Medical Research 
The Godalming Rotary 
The Arusha Rotary 
Ann Strange 
Linda Lotti 
The Riverside School 
Dr. Joanna Moore 
Dr. Sue Lynch 
Elfi Ing 
Claire Cote 
Marc Gysin 
The Foundation for African Medicine  
Tanzania Game Trackers/Wengert Windrose Safaris 
The Friedkin Conservation Fund 
Bryan Priestly 
Bazili Peter Kessy 
Lacey and Enkaiye Mollel 
Moona’s Pharmacy 
Tomas Caspary 
Andrew and Cynthia Knight 
And… 
All our wonderful donors 

THANK YOU! 

 


